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lVIETHODIST ENCOUNTERS: CONFRONTING THE WESTERN
AND URBAN FRONTIERS OF 19TH-CENTURY AMERICA
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Dear to the American heart is the symbol, myth, or the1ne of the frontier. Throughout its history the United States has embraced the ideal of conquering new "telTitory," pursuing the promise of a better society. In the 19r11 .
century, the importance of conquering the frontier can be seen in the prorrii -nence of western expansionism and in the popularity of late 19111 century
urban revivalism. Methodists were key players in both cases. Frontiers for
Methodism included the "virgin" west of the first half of the centui~ and the
unchurched masses in the growing cities of the second half of the century.
By adapting to the shifting and plurality of frontiers, Methodism sought to
secure its advance in the 1800s. Methodist encounters on the western frontier, by way of itinerant circuits and camp meetings, proved to be successful, but encounters within the urban frontier of the late 19r11 century by
Methodist Sam Jones and the medium of modern revivalism resulted in ·
mixed success.
At its core, a country has a unifying and informing symbol. For
Americans, a powerful symbol is "The Frontier." This symbol suggests "a
line that is always expanding, taking in or 'conquering' ever-fresh virgin territory ... it holds out a hope, never fulfilled but always promised, of Utopia,
the perfect human society." 1 A symbol for frontier was the line to the west,
though not always easy to visualize, that needed to be pushed, conquered,
populated, and converted. In the eyes of Frederick Jackson Turner, the frontier was located "at the hither edge of free land" but was also a ''process . " 2
Frontier expansion and Methodist growth in the early 19t11 century corresponded with Americans' acceptance of notions of manifest destiny, a,
term coined in 1845 by Jacksonian Democrat, lawyer, and journalist John
O'Sullivan. O'Sullivan's warning of Europeans "checking the fulfilment of
our manifest destiny to overspread the continent allotted by Providence for
the free development of our yearly multiplying millions," articulated what
many Americans had believed for years. Manifest destiny exptes,~ed the
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belief that the United States, as God's chosen nation, had a sacred obligation
to spread over all of North America. 3
Biblical rhetoric to connect westward expansion with God's will was
heard in many circles. Senator James Jackson declared in 1802 that, "God
and nature have destined New Orleans and the Floridas to belong to this
great and rising empire." On the issue of Indian removal from land because
of their alleged failure to farm, Richard Wilde of Georgia stated in 1830 that
"Jacob will forever obtain the inheritance of Esau. We cannot alter the laws
of Providence." 4 On the prospect of annexing Texas, a poet wrote, ''we do
but follow out our destiny, as did the ancient Israelite." 5 Although Mexico
controlled California, the American Review proclaimed in 1846 that, "no
one who cherishes a faith in the wisdom of an overruling Providence, and
who sees ... the silent operation of an invisible but omnipotent hand, can
believe it to he the interest of humanity... that this vast and magnificent
region should continue forever in its present state. . . .'' 6 Contemplating a
possible war with Mexico, the Hartford Times stated that God would call
Americans, ''to redeem from unhallowed hands a land, above all others
favored of heaven, and hold it for the use of a people who know how to obey
heaven's behests.'' Later, an unidentified Pennsylvanian wrote a letter to the
Washington Daily Union calling the war, "the religious execution of our
country's glorious mission, under the direction of Divine Providence, to civilize and .christianize, and raise up from anarchy and degradation a most
ignorant, indolent, wicked and unhappy people.'' 7
The countless manifest destiny-type arguments and expressions voiced
in the first half of the 1800s provided a stamp of approval for those who ventured westward and notable among those who pushed the frontier line of the
nation were the Methodists. In the mid-19 h century, Nathan Bangs wrote of
the great success of Methodist itinerants in the west "and the growing
importance in a national point of view." s Manifest destiny notions benefitted
Methodism which was willing to turn its attention to the west and adapt to
frontier conditions.
Revivalism of the early 19 111 century also facilitated Methodist growth
in the west. Evangelist Charles Grandison Finney argued that revivals had
ceased for many years in the late l 8111 century because people were entrenched
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with the dog1nas that Jonathan Edwards and George Whitefield had
preached. With an en1phasis on the doctrines of Divine sovereignty and election, people had becon1e apathetic, "waiting for God to come and to do what
he required the1n to do." 9 The period of revival and evangelical activity from
1800 to 1830, known as the Second Great Awakening, spurred Americans
into e111bracing new-consensus ideologists. A reformulation of the outdated
and dysfunctional Edwardian Calvinist world view occurred. With the rampant spread of revivals during the antebellum period, the predominance of
Calvinism ended and the faith of n1uch of the nation shifted towards a more
den1ocratic pietistic evangelicalism. '0 The central then1e of the revival message was that the only requirement to attain spiritualconversion was th~
acceptance of Christ's atone1nent. A good number of people who heard this
message were bound to be intrigued with its egalitarian implications that
assigned th.em greater control over their destiny. When Americans yentured
westward, Methodist preachers were in step promulgating an Armirlian doctrine in tune with democratic pietistic evangelicalism.
Thus, revivalism and the acceptance of manifest destiny ideals facilitated Methodist work on the frontier. The rise of Methodism in America was
spectacular in th first half of the 19 111 century. Methodism. went from being a
small religious society of less than 5000 members in 1776 to become the
largest single denomination in 1850 with 2.6 million members.'' As one
Methodist wrote in the early 19 111 century: ''Our own continent presents to us
fields sufficiently vast, which are opening before us, and whitening to the
harvest." 12 In the west, settlers arrived "destitute of the ordinances of religion, 13 but the Methodists quickly made great gains whereas other denominations, with the exception of the Baptists, did not effectively adapt to a
mobile social order. Episcopalians and Congregationalists failed to match
the progress of Methodism which was less fettered. 14 For example,
Methodist activity did not require a well-educated and well-paid clergy
since Methodist congregations, known as "classes," were usually served by
local unpaid preachers. These amateurs came from the ranks of the common
people and thus were in tune with the various needs of frontier folk. 15
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In addition to the locals were the itinerant preachers who rode two or
three month circuits which linked a number of "classes," preaching to scattered homesteads on the frontier. Circuit riders such as Peter Cartwright of
the Methodist Episcopal Church visited far-flung settlements and experienced the frontier way of life. Cartwright wrote of the independence, selfreliance, and toughness of traveling Methodist preachers.:
He went through storms of wind, hail, snow, and rain; climbed hills and mountains, traversed valleys, plunged through swamps, swam swollen streams, lay out
all night, wet, weary, and hungry. . . slept with his saddle blanket for a bed, his
saddle or saddle-bags for his pillow, and his old big coat or blanket, if he had any,
for a covering ... took, with a hearty zest, deer or bear meat, or wild turkey, for
breakfast, dinner, and supper, ifhe could get it. 16

They were a hardy breed and even Andrew Jackson was impressed by
the fearless nature of ministers such as Cartwright, ''pioneer heralds of the
cross throughout the entire west." 17 Cartwright's own assessment was that
the Methodist pioneer preachers were among the best men ''ever called of
God to plant Methodism in this happy republic ... especially in our mighty
west." 18
Frontier life was arduous, but the Methodists experienced impressive
success. Hardly had pioneers finished pitching their tents or building their
log cabins when the traveling Methodist preachers arrived to preach a message of sin and salvation. The itinerants did not require a well-populated and
flourishing settlement. 19 The Methodists and pioneers were on the fringe .of
"unbroken Indian country. . . advancing further and further into their country [while] the Indians kept constantly receding and melting away before
their rapid march.'' When the frontier line was pushed there were no
churches that allowed for mote formal services. As ministers of the gospel,
the Methodists suited the "western people [who] wanted a preacher that
could mount a stump, a block, or log ... and without note or manuscript,
quote, expound, and apply the word of God to the hearts and consciences of
the people." 20
The revival spirit of the era was alive and thriving at frontier camp
meetings . The trees, the fires, and the tents witnessed "hundreds of immortal beings moving to and fro - some preaching~ some praying for mercy,
and others praising God from a sense of his pardoning mercy - all these
things presented a scene indescribably awful and affecting." 21 Camp meetings could be chaotic with preachers presenting a fiery message of sin and
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salvation, con1peting with hecklers but also with the chaos resulting from
people singing, laughing, crying out, groaning, sobbing, jerking, or falling
prostrate to the ground, inany of who1n brought visibly into the Kingdom of
God.
The earthy, emotional tone of cainp nleetings captured the attention of
western settlers seeking to be right with God and early 19 111 -century reports
indicate that large numbers in the hundreds attended. 22 One early 19111 -century Methodist wrote of religious life in the west: "It was seldom we had any
pteaching; but if a traveling minister should come along and make an
appointment, all would go out to preaching." 23 Peter Cartwright, for example, was known to attract a great mass of people from ''many counties a hundred miles round." 24
•
The in1pact of Methodism went beyond spreading the gospel "on the
farthest bounds of western population" 25 and bringing frontier folk into the
church fold. As Methodist itinerants, local preachers, and missionaries were
successfully preaching a message of sin and 'Salvation on the frontier,
Methodists, in general, were supporting the politics of frontier encounters
and western expansion. Swept into the White House by an expansionist fervor, the first Methodist President of the United States promoted territorial
growth. 26 The New York Herald urged James Polk to, "put into operation
those principles and elements of power, which have been committed to the
hands of the A.merican people by the Almighty, for the purpose of regenerating ... this continent.'' 27 Among Methodists, there was little sign of opposition to the Mexican War. The Baptists and Methodists, who together constituted nearly seventy percent of Protestant members in the United States,
saw the conflict as a crusade against Roman Catholicism. With zeal, these
evangelical denon1inations "eagerly awaited the hour when vast new areas
would be opened to the true Gospel of the Protestant missionary.'' 26
In Nathan Bangs' history of Methodism, published in the mid-19i~ century, American insurrection in the 1830s against ''the oppressive government
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of Mexico" is assessed as a necessary step for proclaiming "salvation unto
the people." 29 By early 1848, Mexico relinquished its claim to Texas and
ceded New Mexico and California to the United States. The vitality of the
territorial expansionist spirit which was embraced, acted upon, and justified
by the government during this period was comparable to the intensity of
Methodists seeking to advance their message throughout the United States.
A few years later Peter Cartwright would write: "I have lived to see this vast
western wilderness rise and improve, and become wealthy without parallel
in the history of the world." 30
The frontier of the second half of the 19 111 century differed from the earlier period. By 1867, the United States had laid claim to its present North
American land holdings. As the old frontier was disappearing, the frontier
that gained the most newsworthy attention was the modern city and the
growing nu.mber of unchurched masses. In one .sense it was a reversal of the
frontier experience. Instead of a migration to the west there was a migration
of rural folk to large urban centers. The urban frontier had to be transformed
since many of the migrants to the late l 9 h-century city included people who
needed to be reached and converted with an evangelical message. The frontier had shifted to the city and the more conspicuous pioneers of this frontier were the evangelists who developed modern urban revivalism, which
was a extension of revivalist, frontier religion.
Methodist Sam Jones was one of the most well-known evangelists of
the late 19 1h century and was as much a character as Methodist circuit
preachers of the past. According to one of Jones biographer, "As forthright
and independent as the circuit riders of old, to westerners Jones was a
reminder of those wonderful camp-meeting days when folk would gather
frorn miles around, having fire and brimstone for the first course and grace
for dessert." 31 Jones underscored that revival attenders needed to feel free
and not withhold their emotions: ''In order for these services to be successful we must feel perfectly easy while we are here. I want you to feel easy. I
want you to laugh, or cry, or shout, provided you feel like it and have anything to shout about.'' 32 He had a ''rumpled folksiness" that was distinct
compared to many urban clerics, which led some to charge that he was
"coarse, unlettered, vulgar, unrefined, and not acquainted with the usages of
so-called polite society." 33
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Jones' decision to becon1e a n1inster was initiated when as a young man
he pro111ised his dying father that he would beco1ne Christian. 34 In 1872,
Jones was appointed a traveling Methodist preacher to a circuit of five
churches \Vithin four counties in Georgia. He was ordained four years later,
an event he later rejoiced over when he realized that he had become fully
ordained only two years before the Methodist church required all candidates
to have theological training. His antipathy of learned sermons and distrust
of the theological colleges was an attitude that many frontier preachers
shared in the early nineteenth century. Jones made his position clear. It was
ridiculous "to see a dry, dogmatic preacher dressed in his cold, c.onventional suit, with his dingy manuscript of a sennon prepared.thirty years a,go~
stand in the pulpit of a $40,000 church and read his soporific message to the
slun1bering forty.'' 35
Relying on earnest exhortations from the heart rather than l~arned sermons, Jones revitalized churches and continued to gain fame on subsequent
appointed circuits. Successful campaigns outside of Georgia followed,
securing his place as a nationally-known evangelist, particularly his 1885
Nashville revival where he filled a five-thousand capacity tent three times a
day over four weeks and thus earned his reputation as "the Moody of the
South." 36 Given that many Methodist newspapers were bemoaning the
worldliness of the church, Jones' arrival was a welcome one. 37
The advance of Jones on the urban frontier occurred as the western
frontier was closing. The United States proceeded from a agricultural society relatively untouched by industrialism to one in which industrial life
influenced almost all of the activities of the American people. Evangelists
such as Jones faced changes resulting from modernity. Increasing immigration, rapidly growing cities, new forms of transportation and communication, and the growth of industry caused fundamental shift in American social
and cultural life. This era saw increasing production and profit become the
measures of community success as intense nationwide competition dominated over the relatively stable, local business affairs of the past. But the city
became cacophonous and impersonal and there were many people who wer:e
separated from church life, thereby raising the anxiety of evangelicals con-cerned with the need to sanctify the urban experience.
In the midst of the frustrations and upheavals taking place in the cities,
Jones offered an old-fashioned gospel message harkening back to simpler
days. 38 As many pioneers had done, he accepted the enduring American
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"success myth" which held that a ''decent'' Christian who worked hard could
achieve success.The American doctrine of self-reliant individualism was
packaged with Jones' focus on the sin of society and the saving salt of the
gospel. His attitudes shared traits with the early l 91h-'century frontier folk
who exalted those individuals who were self-made. People had ventured to
the west and then to the urban frontier for mainly the same reason. They
sought self-improvement.
Jones and many other late l9 1h-century Methodists upheld the sacred
frontier heritage of individualism. While the revival message of Jones was
frontier (emotional with few direct attachments to institutional Christianity),
the methodology was modern. New methods and techniques were needed if
revivalism was to succeed in the larger urban centers. Evangelists such as
Jones adopted a revival format which underscored the importance of orga,..
nization. Each meeting was well-planned and a team of at least two specialists carried out the bulk of the duties: one preacher gave the main message,
and a soloist sang gospel hymns. The well-organized revival meeting itself
was administered with careful attention to promptness and efficiency.
Typically held in a large building or church, .meetings were predictable, but
they still offered a degree of vivacity that broke ''the monotony of urban
existence, just as camp meetings had performed that function on the frontier." 39
A connection was also made with the masses by Jones' use of the language of popular culture, the ''commoner's tongue." In an earlier period,
there was a craving for emotionalism on the frontier. 40 The frontier line of
the west was gone, but earthy, emotional language, spiced with hope
remained. Presenting the gospel in a manner their listeners could understand, evangelists such as Jones not only transferred the enthusiasm of evangelicalism to the metropolis, but furnished the urbanite - a villager at heart
- a taste of a less complicated bygone era. As was the case with camp meetings., urban revivalism meetings reassured Americans that God was concerned with their hard work:, personal obedience, and souls. 41 Jones gave
Methodism a boost in the United States by coalescing modem technology
and organization with an old-fashioned n1essage that had much in common
with a frontier sermon.
Jones, however, had much more financial support than was the case for
early M.ethodist frontier preachers. Since American evangelists conducted
their meetings by business principles and avoided talk of social reform to
solve the problems of city life, they received the sanction and financial back-
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ing of pron1inent businessn1en in the cities they visited. 42 Capitalist leaders
sa\:v fit to support revivalisn1 and its advance against the city with its growing vexations. Thus, revivalis1n constituted, according to one historian, "the
single largest response of evangelical Protestantism to the challenge of the
urban frontier." 43
In the city the frontier included the unchurched masses. Consequently,
Jones was usually well-received in cities by Methodist and other Protestant
clergyn1en eager for church inembership growth. In the early 1800s, the
Methodists adapted well to frontier conditions and were rewarded with
significant growth. But how did Methodists fare with the urban frontier?
Were the cities regenerated?
Jones was deemed important because he was seeking to remake or.at
least improve urban society and urban revivalism did initially appear to be
effective given that "immense multitudes were moved to seek the right
way." 44 Newspaper reports captured the intensity of crowds seeki'hg access
to meetings. At one meeting in Baltimore a lady broke her jaw as she
jumped off a street car anxious to hear Jones. At another meeting many
scaled the building to view the revival from the roof windows while at other
meetings hundreds were turned way, too late to gain access in overflowing
revival sites. 45 For one Chicago meeting, it was estimated that 10,000 people
were denied entrance. 46 The newspapers also reveal individual cases of people experiencing reform due to Jones' "inspiring utterances.'' 47 In one report
on the 1886 Chicago revival, the Tribune stated: "That it will pass into local
history bearing the starnp of success is absolutely assured; and that it will
work a permanent good in the morals of the city is admitted by those best
capable of judging." 48 As for conversion numbers, some claimed that 10,000
accepted Christ at Jones' one-month revival at Nashville in 1885.49 Other
conversion figures for a number of campaigns included: Memphis (1884)
1,000; Cincinnati (1885), 2, 000; Baltimore (1886) 2,000; and San Francisco
(1889) 1,200. 50
As impressive as the numbers were, the results often fell short of sanguine expectations, causing historians of revivals to argue that these meet:-
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ings failed to add appreciably to church membership numbers. 51 Workingclass interest was crucial. Although there was the desire for the workingclass masses to become involved in church life, few workers found the
increasingly bourgeois nature of urban churches appealing. In a Chicago
newspaper editorial the problem is clearly identified; "They (Jones and
company) have drawn many hundreds of people who never go to church and
who cannot be induced to listen to the regular preachers, partly because they
do not feel at home in our wealthy churches, and partly because the ministers preach clear over their heads." 52 Jones could attract the working-class to
egalitarian and neutral revival sites (often skating and roller rinks) to hear an
old-fashioned gospel message, but the next step of church membership was
another matter.
Of course, the transformation of the urban frontier into a Christian
society was a utopian ideal - a promise that could not be fulfilled.
Quixotically expressed ideals confronted reality, This had been the case with
the western frontier. Yes~ circuit riders like Peter Cartwright successfully
promoted Methodism and indirectly, if not directly, westward expansion, but
the western frontier was also replete with obstacles that generated transgressions, such as bloody conflict and greed.
The late l 91h-century urban frontier, however, was an even more challenging problem than a modernized camp meeting could possibly solve. The
number of converts and certainly the numbers who became church members
as a result of revival meetings was fairly insignificant. Perhaps it is no surprise then that Methodist leaders at conferences were cooling to the idea of
free-roving itinerant evangelists and that .Tones was one of the last major
Methodist evangelists of national stature. 53
On a positive note, Jones was a "man of the people," embodying a "perfect simplicity.'' 54 Methodist evangelists such as Jones appeared to make a
steady and peaceful advance on the urban frontier. Of their own free will,
thousands of city dwellers had gathered at the numerous revival meetings
and conversions did occur. Although in 1890 Methodism lost its position as
the largest religious body in the United States, having been overtaken by the
Roman ·Catholics, 55 many Methodist church members were at least revitalized in the late 1800s due, in large part, to a revival experience that shared
common traits with frontier religion.
Overall, the attempt to better society was a noble one, but the promotion of frontier ideas like self-reliant individualism, progress, and perfectibility was somewhat flawed in the eyes of workers who were alienated by
mainstream church life. While such ideals suited a significant component of
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A111erican society, the working-class saw that frontier-like individualism
was not guarantee of success in a harsh urban-industrial environment.
The growth of Methodis1n, in the early and late stages of the 1800s, fit
well \:\1ith the syn1bol of frontier and the idea of realizing a better society.
During the antebellun1 period, Americans voiced manifest destiny and
expansionist argu1nents through the utilization and even manipulation of
Christian rhetoric and sy111bolisn1. At the san1e time, Methodism benefited
from westward expansion because it was pliable enough to meet the needs
of frontier folk. As for the late 19 1h century, the cities were in need of being
transforn1ed. The goal was to reach the unchurched masses, who in one
sense were the frontier, and induce them into the church fold. Similar to tpe ,
circuit preachers on the frontier, evangelists such as the ingenious Sam
Jones served not one community but many communities. Yet no modern
evangelist could significantly transform city life. The problems of modern,
industrial cities were too complex to be solved with simplistic solutions. The
frontier had shifted and old ideals required adjustment if old glories were to
be realized.

